Protein molecules exhibit varying degrees of flexibility throughout their three-dimensional structures, with some segments showing little mobility while others may be so disordered as to be unresolvable by techniques such as X-ray crystallography. Atomic displacement parameters, or B-factors, from X-ray crystallographic studies give an experimentally determined indication of the degree of mobility in a protein structure. To provide better estimators of amino acid flexibility, we have examined B-factors from a large set of high-resolution crystal structures. Because of the differences among structures, it is necessary to normalize the B-factors. However, many proteins have segments of unusually high mobility, which must be accounted for before normalization can be performed. Accordingly, a median-based method from quality control studies was used to identify outliers. After removal of outliers from, and normalization of, each protein chain, the B-factors were collected for each amino acid in the set. It was found that the distribution of normalized B-factors followed a Gumbel, or extreme value distribution, and the location parameter, or mode, of this distribution was used as an estimator of flexibility for the amino acid. These new parameters have a higher correlation with experimentally determined B-factors than parameters from earlier methods.
The flexibility inherent in protein molecules is being accorded greater recognition as more studies reveal the importance of local or even global disorder for the proper functioning of a protein (Wright and Dyson 1999; Bright et al. 2001; Dunker et al. 2001; Namba 2001) . A flexible structure may allow a protein to bind to many partners (Dunker et al. 2001) , or the energetic consequences of structural rearrangement on binding may couple low affinity with high specificity (Schulz 1979; Dunker et al. 1998) . Being able to identify regions of proteins or entire molecules that are disordered will prove invaluable to efforts to annotate the functions of the vast number of new proteins being identified by the genome sequencing projects.
Both the major methods for the determination of protein structures give information on the motions of atoms in a protein (Peng and Wagner 1994; Trueblood et al. 1996) , so experimentally determined structural data provides a means to investigate protein flexibility. X-ray crystallographic studies have produced a large number of high-resolution protein structures in which the atomic displacement factors (Trueblood et al. 1996) , also known as the B-or temperature factors, give information on the mobility of each of the atoms in the structure. This B-factor reflects the degree of thermal motion and static disorder of an atom in a protein crystal structure (Drenth 1994) . Early efforts to predict protein flexibility (Karplus and Schulz 1985; Vihinen et al. 1994 ) also made use of B-factors from a set of protein structures.
Other uses of B-factors have included studying active sites and binding pockets (Carugo and Argos 1998) , delineating protein regions (Carugo and Argos 1998) , testing for errors in protein structures (Stroud and Fauman 1995) , correlating side-chain mobility with conformation (Carugo and Argos 1997a) , investigating crystal packing contacts (Carugo and Argos 1997b), analyzing (Altman et al. 1994) or predicting (Romero et al. 1997 ) disordered regions in proteins, evaluating the occupancy of water molecules in crystal structures (Carugo 1999) , considering protein thermal stability (Vihinen 1987; Parthasarathy and Murthy 2000) , and finding breaking points in helices (Carugo 2001) .
For complex molecules like proteins, B-factors can be highly variable within a single structure as a result of the effects of local packing and the structural environment of the atom. The distributions of these B-factors are highly irregular when viewed protein by protein, probably because of a combination of the relatively small number of residues in a protein chain, differences in the refinement methods used (Tonrud 1996) , and the degree of care taken to determine accurate B-factor values (Stroud and Fauman 1995) . Because of these considerations, the B-factors in a protein must be normalized before comparisons among different protein chains can be made (Karplus and Schulz 1985; Vihinen et al. 1994; Carugo and Argos 1997a,b, 1998) .
If B-factors are considered over the length of a protein chain, it becomes clear that there are segments in many proteins that are undergoing movements on a much larger scale than the rest of the protein. Early work (Karplus and Schulz 1985; Vihinen et al. 1994) suggested that the N and C termini of proteins were the most flexible regions, yet frequently it is interior segments that are the most flexible. Before normalization of the B-factors, it is necessary to detect and remove such highly mobile segments as, otherwise, they will influence the normalization process.
Following previous work (Karplus and Schulz 1985; Vihinen et al. 1994) , we have examined the C ␣ B-factors of a nonredundant set of structures (Hobohm et al. 1992 ) from the Protein Data Bank (Berman et al. 2001 ), but with a much larger data set. We have used more robust statistical methods, taken from the quality control literature (Iglewicz and Hoaglin 1993) to detect outliers in the B-factor distribution of a protein. Such outliers are the amino acids undergoing motion on a different scale when compared with the rest of the protein.
The set of normalized B-factors, produced after removal of these outliers, was analyzed for each amino acid. It was found that the B-factors of an amino acid followed an extreme value or Gumbel distribution. An estimator of the flexibility of the amino acid was taken from the location parameter, or modal value, of this distribution. These estimators were shown to be better correlated with experimentally determined B-factors than those from the earlier methods of Karplus and Schulz (1985) and Vihinen et al. (1994) .
Results
A set of nonidentical protein chains (at the 25% sequence identity level) was taken from the PDB-Select database (Hobohm et al. 1992) . After applying certain quality constraints (see Materials and Methods), a subset of 290 protein chains was identified for further study (Table 1) . These chains were further divided into 10 groups containing 261 chains with each of the chains being omitted from one of the groups. Only the B-factors of the C ␣ atoms were used in this work as results from the other backbone atoms, or an average of the backbone atoms gave similar results. A total of 67,552 amino acids were included in this study and the counts of each amino acid in the set are given in Table 2 . A second, or test, set of 196 nonidentical chains, which were also not homologous to the first set, was taken from the April 2002 version of PDB-Select (supplemental Tables 1  and 2) .
Plots of the C ␣ B-factors of a protein chain by amino acid showed that many proteins had regions of unusually high flexibility (e.g., 1FNA; Dickinson et al. 1994 ; Fig. 1A ) where it appears that these regions are undergoing motions different from those in the rest of the chain. To normalize and then compare the B-factors of these protein chains with those from other chains, these residues need to be removed before the normalization process can be applied. A standard approach to identifying outliers is to define an outlier as being three standard deviations or more from the mean, often called having a Z-score (Z ‫ס‬ [x − ]/) of Ն3. Following this approach, the five residues above the upper dotted line in Figure 1A would be removed. However, this leaves several residues with unusually high B-factors when compared with the majority of residues in this protein.
When a median based approach, as described in the Materials and Methods section, is applied, all the residues in the highly flexible loop of 1FNA are marked as outliers at an M i value of 3.5 (the lower dotted line in Fig. 1A ).
The effect of including residues with unusually high Bfactors on the normalization of B-factors of a chain can be seen in Figure 1B . In all cases, the B-factors were normalized to zero mean and unit variance based on the mean and standard deviation of the B-factors, with either outliers detected by a Z score Ն3 excluded, or outliers detected by an M score Ն3.5 excluded. In the case where outliers detected by being three standard deviations from the mean were removed, the remaining normalized B-factors show much smaller variation than when outliers were removed by the median based method.
With Z-score-based outlier detection, the flexible loops in 1FNA centered on residues 27 and 42 have normalized B-factors that are less than one standard deviation from the mean. However, for the median based method of detecting outliers, these flexible loops have normalized B-factors that are more than two standard deviations from the mean. The resulting lack of variability in the normalized B-factors, when outliers are not properly removed, substantially affects comparisons among different chains. Consequently, the median-based method for detecting outliers was used before the protein chains in the data set were normalized.
Previous studies on B-factors have omitted the first three and last three residues in the chain (Karplus and Schulz 1985; Vihinen et al. 1994 ) and recursively reduced isolated high values until no isolated high value remained (Vihinen et al. 1994) . Frequently, though, for residues visible in the electron density, terminal residues are not the most flexible in the protein and highly flexible residues occur in groups. For the 290 protein-chain set studied here, an investigation of the occurrence of outliers (where a B-factor had an M i value Ն3.5) was undertaken. A total of 2879 outliers were detected and Table 2 presents the results of this study. Of the 290 chains, approximately half had a flexible N terminus (155) and almost as many chains had a flexible C terminus (146). Only 29% (84) of the chains had both termini flexible while 75% (217) of chains had at least one flexible terminus. A total of 359 and 385 amino acids were in flexible N and C termini, respectively, as determined by the outlier criterion. These represent 12.5% and 13.4%, respectively, of the total of detected outliers. Thus, over 74% of the detected outliers, and 70% of the outlier runs, are not in the termini of the protein chains. Approximately 70% of the flexible N or C termini were of one or two residues in length. Values were very similar in the "test" set of 196 protein chains (supplemental Table 2 ).
Only 24, or ∼8%, of the chains had no outliers. In the 266 chains containing outliers, the outliers were distributed in a total of 1011 runs of varying lengths (Table 2) . Approximately 61% of the outlier runs were of lengths of one or two residues. The longest run of outliers was 53 residues at the C terminus of 1FUR, a single-chain protein with three domains. This outlier run corresponded to the third domain of 1FUR, which is markedly more mobile than the rest of the protein. A total of 19 chains had outlier runs of >10 residues, with 1PUD having two outlier runs of 11 residues. Nearly 56% of the residues in outliers were in runs of >3 residues in length, which accounted for ∼25% of the outlier runs. Excluding 1FUR, the longest outlier run was 21 in the 290-chain set and 14 in the 196 chain set.
The above results apply to residues that were visible in the electron density and so had B-factors assigned. However, in many instances, terminal residues may not be seen in the electron density. By aligning the amino acids in the SEQRES records of the PDB files with the amino acids given in the ATOM records, an analysis of terminal residues not present in the electron density was undertaken. In the 290-chain set, 92 chains had missing N-terminal density and 78 had missing C-terminal density, with 132 chains having at least one terminus with missing density (Table 2 ). In the 196 chain "test" set the values were 89, 57, and 115, respectively, a slightly higher proportion (Supplemental Table  2 ). Although the number of terminal residues not seen in the electron density could be very large, approximately two thirds of the cases consisted of five or fewer residues and only 14% to 15% of cases had >10 residues.
After removal of the outliers and normalization of the B-factors for each chain, the normalized B-factors were collated by amino acid across all the chains. For each amino acid, the normalized B-factors were counted into bins of 0.2 normalized units. Plots of the distribution of the bin counts showed that the B-factors followed an extreme value, or Gumbel, distribution ( Fig. 2) and not a normal distribution. Accordingly, a Gumbel distribution was fit to the bin counts ( Fig. 2 ) and the location and scale parameters for the distribution were recorded (Tables 3, 4) . Both normal and lognormal (after transforming the normalized B-factor values to be positive) distributions were also fit to the normalized B-factor counts. Compared to the Gumbel distribution, the normal and log normal gave inferior fits to the data, though the log normal was superior to the normal distribution. In the study of Wampler (1997) , B-factors of lysozyme structures were modeled by a mixture of up to six Gaussian distributions. To estimate the probability distributions of mixtures of Gaussians on a significantly larger dataset and compare them to our model, we first analyzed the autocorrelation function averaged over all 290 proteins from our dataset (Fig. 3 ). An almost identical function was obtained when all proteins were connected into one long series of normalized B-factors. With the restriction that this analysis ignores tertiary interactions among the residues, only Bfactors up to 4-6 residues apart show significant correlation, while residues seven or more locations away from each other may, on average, be considered uncorrelated.
Assuming statistical independence of B-factors separated by seven or more residues, we performed a density estimation of the hypothesized models using the maximum-likelihood approach. The results for mixtures of k Gaussian distributions and for one Gumbel distribution are presented in Table 5 and compared with the observed distribution in Figure 4 . From Figure 4 , it is clear that the Gumbel distribution provides a more natural fit to the data. Combining more normal distributions, that is, setting k > 2, gives slightly improved numerical fits, but is difficult to justify because an arbitrary number of Gaussian distributions can fit well to any given data.
In Figure 4 , we also compare our maximum-likelihood and least-squares estimates of the Gumbel distribution with the observed distribution of B-factors. The maximum-likelihood estimate gives an improved numerical fit but it is visibly worse than the least-squares fit in the left tail and around the mean while it compensates in the right tail. However, after convergence of crystallographic refinement, higher B-factors are more likely to contain errors because of the influence of static disorder. The high B-factor tail may also include values that should have been treated as outliers, but were just below the cutoff that was used. For those reasons, we further used only the least-squares estimate of the Gumbel distribution in this study.
From the location parameter (or modal value) of the fitted Gumbel distribution, an estimate of the flexibility of each amino acid was obtained. Amino acids that generally have lower B-factors will have lower location parameters. The order of the amino acids by ascending location parameter was W Y F C I V H L M A G T R S N Q D P E K. Based on these location parameters, the amino acids were divided into two groups of 10 with W Y F C I V H L M A being defined as rigid amino acids and G T R S N Q D P E K being defined as flexible amino acids.
Following the approach of Karplus and Schulz (1985) and Vihinen et al. (1994) , the amino acids were then divided into three groups depending on the classification of their neighboring residues as either rigid or flexible. Three groups of amino acids, those with two rigid neighbors, those with two flexible neighbors, and those with one flexible and one rigid neighbor, were created. These groups were collated by amino acid, counted into bins and fit to a Gumbel distribution as described above. Location and scale parameters for each amino acid in each group are given in Tables  3 and 4 , respectively.
To test whether the estimates were sensitive to the choice of chains being analyzed, the entire process was repeated 10 times with a different 10% of the protein chains excluded from the data set. Thus, for each amino acid in each group, 10 location and scale parameters of the fit to the Gumbel distribution were obtained. The mean and standard deviation of these parameters are given in Tables 3 and 4 . It can be seen that there was very little influence on the fits to the Gumbel distribution by the removal of 10% of the data set and that the parameters are stable to changes in the data set from which they were derived.
A comparison of the Gumbel distribution derived parameters with those of Karplus and Schulz (1985) and Vihinen et al. (1994) was performed in two ways. Firstly, plots of the parameters for the whole data set and the three different neighbor groups were created (Fig. 5) . To allow the comparison to be made more easily, the parameters of Karplus and Schulz (1985) and Vihinen et al. (1994) were rescaled, as described in Materials and Methods. As Karplus and Schulz (1985) did not publish their parameters for the whole data set but only for the neighbor groupings, these parameters had to be recalculated. Because of inconsistencies in the list of PDB files they published, these data could not be reproduced exactly. However, the average difference between the original and recalculated neighbor groups was 0.003, and only four parameters showed differences >0.01, with the maximum difference being 0.026 for leucine with two rigid neighbors.
Noticeable features of this comparison are that the parameters derived from the entire data set, without regard to the neighbors, are close to those for one flexible and one rigid neighbor for all methods. The parameters derived in this work show a clear consistency across the neighbor groupings with a similar pattern of flexibility parameters across the amino acids. Most noticeable in the parameters of Vihinen et al. (1994) are the absence of any overlap among the neighbor groupings and the very limited range of values for amino acids with two rigid neighbors. In the Vihinen et al. (1994) parameter set, any amino acid with two flexible neighbors is more flexible than the most flexible amino acid with one or two rigid neighbors. This is not the case in the two other parameter sets. Inconsistency in parameter values is the main characteristic of the Karplus and Schulz (1985) data set. For example, an amino acid with one flexible and one rigid neighbor may be more rigid than when it has two rigid neighbors (Cys) or more flexible than when it has two flexible neighbors (Asp).
A second test of the parameters was to determine correlation coefficients of flexibility values, calculated from a weighted sliding window, for each of the parameter sets with the experimental B-factors. This was performed as described in Materials and Methods for odd-sized windows varying from 1 to 13 in length for both the 290 and 196 chain sets. The mean of these correlation coefficients, for each window size, over the 290 and 196 protein chain sets is given in Figure 6 . In all cases, the parameters derived in this work give a better correlation with the experimental data. Apart from a window size of one, the parameters of Vihinen et al. (1994) were superior to those of Karplus and Schulz (1985) for the 290 chain set but their values overlapped in the 196 chain set. The 196 chain "test" set, which predominately consisted of more recently solved structures, gave slightly higher mean correlation coefficients for all parameter sets.
For all three parameter sets, a window size of 9 gave the best correlation, and windows of 7 and 11 gave the next best correlations. Correlation coefficients varied over a wide range, with the highest values being >0.7 and lowest values being <−0.3 for all the parameter sets. The mean correlation coefficients for a window of size 9 were 0.34, 0.31, and 0.30 in the 290 chain set and 0.37, 0.33, and 0.33 in the 196 chain set, for the parameters developed here, those of Vihinen et al. (1994) and those of Karplus and Schulz (1985) , respectively.
Discussion
The flexibility inherent in the structures of proteins has gained prominence recently with the realization that many proteins are intrinsically disordered in solution or have regions that are substantially disordered (Wright and Dyson 1999; Bright et al. 2001; Dunker et al. 2001) . As one of the indicators of mobility in protein structures is the X-ray crystallographic B-factor, we have re-examined the distributions of B-factors in proteins to attempt to improve amino acid flexibility parameters. Extending the earlier approaches of Karplus and Schulz (1985) and Vihinen et al. (1994) , we selected a much larger set of high resolution, nonidentical protein structures to provide a data bank of experimentally determined amino acid B-factors. Efforts were made to identify the unusually flexible regions in the proteins and to fit a probability distribution to the range of B-factors observed for each amino acid in the data set.
Although proteins generally show a pattern of relatively rigid secondary structural elements and relatively flexible loops, some local regions undergo motions on a different scale when compared with other parts of the protein. Earlier studies concentrated on the N and C termini as the main highly flexible regions (Karplus and Schulz 1985; Vihinen et al. 1994) , however, our data indicated that most of the regions with unusually high B-factors were not at the termini of chains. To proceed with a comparative study of protein B-factors, it was necessary to identify and remove these regions from the main study. Attempting to identify outliers in a sample based on the number (often three) of standard deviations a point is from the mean can be problematical when the mean and standard deviation must be calculated from the sample (Iglewicz and Hoaglin 1993) . This is because the outliers to be identified contribute disproportionately to the mean and standard deviation. Depending on the sample size, there is an upper limit to the number of standard deviations a point can be from the mean of a sample (Shiffler 1988) . For these reasons, median-based approaches are superior for the identification of outliers (Shiffler 1988; Iglewicz and Hoaglin 1993) .
Accordingly, a robust median-based statistic (see Materials and Methods) that is widely used in quality control studies (Iglewicz and Hoaglin 1993) was used to identify outliers in the B-factors of each protein chain. A cut-off value to decide an outlier is somewhat arbitrary and a value of 3.5 was chosen, following the recommendation of Iglewicz and Hoaglin (1993) based on a simulation study.
Only half, approximately, of the chains had a flexible N or C terminus as determined by the M score, although 75% had at least one terminus flexible. The lengths of these terminal flexible regions were usually <3 amino acids assumed in earlier studies (Karplus and Schulz 1985; Vihinen et al. 1994) . Most of the outliers and most of the runs of outliers, however, were not at the termini, demonstrating the need for a more detailed approach to identifying outliers than omitting a small number of terminal residues.
Flexibility at the termini of protein chains can also lead to the terminal amino acids not being seen in the electron density. In the two sets of protein chains used here, approximately half of the chains had at least one terminus containing residues not visible in the electron density. In most cases, the number of residues not visible at a chain terminus was small, consistent with the results seen for B-factor outliers. While chain termini are considerable sources of flexibility (over 80% of the chains studied here had either residues missing in the electron density or B-factor outliers in at least one terminus), in general, these regions are short and flexibility in the rest of the chain must be considered to identify unusually mobile residues.
If outliers were not identified properly, then any subsequent normalization of the B-factors would result in mobile regions, such as loops, in a protein having very low normalized B-factors, as was shown for 1FNA (Fig. 1) . Consequently, comparative studies across a set of proteins would be affected. Of the amino acids, the aromatic residues and Ile had the lowest percentage occurrence in outliers while Asn, Asp, Glu, Lys, and Ser had the highest occurrence.
Instead of simply using the mean of the normalized Bfactors (Karplus and Schulz 1985; Vihinen et al. 1994) as the estimator of an amino acid's flexibility, the distribution of the normalized B-factors for each amino acid was examined. It was clear that the distribution was not symmetric and did not follow a normal distribution, so an arithmetic average would not be a good estimator of the most probable value for an amino acid. An extreme value, or Gumbel, distribution (Castillo 1988 ) of the type widely used in database searching (Altschul et al. 1990 ) was found to be the best model of the observed distribution. This may be rationalized as the experimental B-factor provides an estimate of the extent of mobility of an atom in a protein.
By fitting the Gumbel distribution to the normalized Bfactors, a more accurate estimate of the parameters of the distribution would be obtained. The location parameter, or mode, of the fitted Gumbel distribution was used as the estimator of each amino acid's flexibility. Similarly to earlier work (Karplus and Schulz 1985; Vihinen et al. 1994) , the amino acids were divided into two groups, "rigid" and "flexible", based on the location parameter. It was decided to divide the amino acids into two equal groups of 10, rather than use the location parameter from fitting to the entire data set as a division. Gly and Thr have location parameters close to, but slightly lower than, that of the entire data set but were classified as flexible here. In the study of Vihinen et al. (1994) Thr is classified as rigid, although it is just below the average value, while it is flexible in the Karplus and Schulz (1985) data set.
Based on these definitions of the amino acids, flexibility parameters were developed for each amino acid depending on the nature of its immediate neighbors. An interesting observation of this study was that when cysteine residues were analyzed by whether or not they were in a disulphide bridge, it was noted that cysteine residues forming a disulphide bridge were more flexible than those that did not. Thus, although a disulphide bridge stabilizes a protein structure as a whole, the effect of joining two backbone segments, both subject to thermal motion, appears to increase the local mobility of both the cysteine residues.
The parameters developed in this work show a consistency of pattern across the amino acids and neighbor groupings, with the more flexible amino acids, even when they have two rigid neighbors, being more flexible than some of the more rigid amino acids with two flexible neighbors. The inconsistency of the parameters developed by Karplus and Figure 5 . Comparison of the parameters developed here (G) with those of Vihinen et al. (1994; V ) and those of Karplus and Schulz (1985; KS) . The parameters by each method are shown for two flexible neighbors (red circles), one flexible and one rigid neighbor (green squares), two rigid neighbors (blue triangles), and for the complete data set (magenta diamonds). Vihinen et al. (1994) , and (squares) those of Karplus and Schulz (1985) . Schulz (1985) is most likely because of the very small data set (31 proteins) that they were able to use. The complete separation of the parameter groups and the lack of variation within the two-rigid-neighbor group in the parameters of Vihinen et al. (1994) are difficult to explain.
When the parameter sets were tested against the experimentally determined B-factors using a weighted, sliding window, the parameters developed here consistently outperformed the other parameter sets. Although the correlation coefficients were not particularly high, with a maximum of 0.34 in the 290 chain set and 0.37 in the 196 chain set, this is to be expected when a single number is being used to estimate a parameter, which can take a range of values following a probability distribution. For all parameter sets, a window of 9 gave the best correlation. This is consistent with the autocorrelation study of the B-factors within a chain, which showed limited correlation at a residue separation larger than four.
In this work, we have developed a new set of amino acid based parameters for estimating the flexibility within a protein chain that has superior performance to earlier efforts. To develop these parameters, we used robust statistical techniques to identify outliers, amino acids with unusually high mobility, in the B-factor distribution of a protein chain. This study revealed that the majority of highly mobile segments in proteins are not at the chain termini, and if these segments are not accounted for, and outliers properly removed, comparisons among protein chains will be hampered. We also showed that B-factors follow an extreme value distribution and used the location parameter, or modal value, of this distribution as the estimator of an amino acid's flexibility. These parameters and the method of identifying highly flexible segments (or outliers) will prove useful in studies of disordered proteins and mobile segments in proteins, in protein-protein interaction studies, and as a simple predictor of flexibility from an amino acid sequence.
Although flexibility indices measured by amino acid location parameters of the corresponding Gumbel distributions show an improved fit to the protein chain flexibility, a generalization of this method will be our future interest. This research will comprise representing flexibility indices by both the location and scale parameters of a Gumbel distribution and incorporating them into a probabilistic framework. Such an approach would allow us to account for different degrees of flexibility (measured by the B-factor values) and use the analysis toward further elucidation of biological phenomena.
Materials and methods

Selection of protein chains
A total of 290 protein chains (Table 1) were taken from the August 1998, 25% sequence identity threshold, nonredundant list of PDBSelect (Hobohm et al. 1992) . Chains were selected if they had a resolution Յ2Å, an R-factor Յ20%, a chain length Ն80 residues, no missing backbone or side chain atoms and contained no nonstandard residues as listed by PDB-Select. Three protein chains that met these criteria (2BBK L and H; 1CEW I) were excluded because of the abnormally small amount of variation in their Bfactors, and the B-factors given for chain 1AMM were multiplied by 8 2 to put them on the same scale as those of the other protein chains. All of the protein chains were randomly allocated to one of 10 equally sized groups as indicated in Table 1 . Ten new sets of protein chains, each containing 90% of the total, were formed by excluding the protein chains assigned to each of the groups in turn. These smaller sets were used to provide a measure of the variability in the parameters calculated below.
A further 196 chains (at the 25% sequence identity threshold) were taken from the April 2002 version of PDB-Select (Supplemental Table 1 ). These chains were selected using the same criteria given above and omitted chains in the original data set and those which were connected to them by the network of homologous relationships listed in PDB-Select. Over 86% of these chains were deposited after the creation date of the list used for the first set of chains. This provided an independent set of more recently solved protein chains to test the parameters developed here.
Detection of outliers
A median-based method to detect outliers (Iglewicz and Hoaglin 1993) was used. First, the median of the C ␣ B-factors in a chain was determined and then the median of absolute displacements (MAD) from the median was determined. An M value for each B-factor was calculated as follows:
where x i is the B-factor of the ith residue, x is the median of the B-factors, MAD is as described above, and multiplication by 0.6745 is used because the expected value of MAD is 0.6745 for large sample sizes (Iglewicz and Hoaglin 1993) . An M i value of 3.5 was used to define an outlier.
Normalization of B-factors
After removal of the outliers, the mean ( noout ) and standard deviation ( noout ) of the remaining C ␣ B-factors in the chain were determined and a normalized B-factor was calculated as B norm,i ‫ס‬ (B i -noout )/ noout . Thus, the normalized B-factors (excluding those designated as outliers) have zero mean and unit variance. The normalization technique used in earlier work (Karplus and Schulz 1985; Vihinen et al. 1994 ) was (after removal of the 3 N-and 3 C-terminal residues) B norm ‫ס‬ (B + D p )/ 〈 B〉 p + D p ) where 〈 B〉 p is the average of the B-factors in the chain, the average B norm is 1 and D p was chosen so that the root mean square deviation of the B norm values would be 0.3. This is equivalent to setting B norm ‫ס‬ 0.3(B − 〈 B〉 p )/ p + 1. For comparative purposes, the parameters of Karplus and Schulz (1985) and Vihinen et al. (1994) were adjusted to be on the same scale as the parameters calculated here by using the formula (parameter − 1)/0.3.
Determination of parameters
Normalized C ␣ B-factors were collected for each amino acid in the data set and counted in bins of 0.2 normalized units. For cysteine residues separate counts were also made for residues forming (DS+) or not forming (DS−) disulphide bridges. The residue counts were fitted to a Gumbel or extreme value distribution (Castillo 1988; Altschul and Erickson 1988) using SigmaPlot (SPSS Inc.). For a Gumbel distribution, the cumulative distribution function is G(x) ‫ס‬ exp (−exp [−{x-}/␦]), with and ␦ being the location and scale parameters, respectively (Castillo 1988) . The probability density function is g(x) ‫ס‬ exp(−[x-]/␦)exp (−exp [−{x-}/␦])/␦ and the mode, median, and mean of a Gumbel distribution are: , +0.3665␦, and +0.5777␦, respectively (Castillo 1988) . After the fitting process, the residues with the lowest 10 location parameters were deemed rigid amino acids and the remaining 10 were deemed flexible.
A similar counting and fitting procedure was performed with the original data set divided into three groups depending on whether the two neighboring amino acids were both classified as rigid, or whether both were classified as flexible, or whether one was classified as flexible and the other as rigid. This entire procedure was repeated for each of the 10 data subsets that omitted a different 10% of the protein chains.
Autocorrelation and maximum-likelihood estimators
By considering the normalized C ␣ B-factors as a discrete-time series, the autocorrelation function was calculated for each chain and the overall autocorrelation function was obtained as a simple average of individual autocorrelation functions over all proteins. The lag (or residue separation) k autocorrelation was calculated as (Box et al. 1994) which is equivalent to the normalized autocovariance as used in signal processing (Hayes 1996) .
The probability density function of a mixture of k Gaussian distributions is given by
where x is a 1D random variable and each p j a Gaussian distribution with mean j and standard deviation j . Coefficients w j are positive and sum to one. Parameters of a mixture of Gaussian distributions were estimated using an expectation-maximization algorithm (McLachlan and Peel 2000) with 100 random starts and suitably chosen convergence parameters. Only every tenth residue was included in the analysis in order to avoid correlated examples. After repeating the procedure 10 times for different choices of examples, the variance of the estimate was small and the overall estimate was obtained by simple averaging. The location and mode of the Gumbel distribution were also estimated using a maximumlikelihood estimator (Evans et al. 1993 ) with the same number of random starts and convergence parameters.
Calculation of flexibility in a running window and correlation with B-factors
The amino acid flexibility parameters calculated here, along with those of Karplus and Schulz (1985) and Vihinen et al. (1994) , were applied to each of the protein chains in a running window to obtain a flexibility value for each amino acid in the context of its protein chain. A flexibility parameter was assigned to each amino acid in the protein chain on the basis of the classification of its neighbors as rigid or flexible. Then, a hat-shaped window (Claverie and Daulmerie 1991) was used to weight the contribution of each amino acid in the window to the final flexibility value of the amino acid. Windows with odd lengths of 1 to 13 were used. For a window of length 5 centered at residue i, residues i − 2 and i + 2 had weights of 1 ⁄3, residues i − 1 and i + 1 had weights of 2/3, and residue i had a weight of 1. In the case of a window of length 7, the weights were 1 ⁄4, 1 ⁄2, 3 ⁄4, 1, 3 ⁄4, 1 ⁄2, 1 ⁄4 for residues i − 3 to i + 3, respectively, and so on for other window sizes. The flexibility value for each amino acid was the sum of the products of the window weight and the flexibility parameter for each residue in the window. Correlation coefficients for the window-based flexibility values with the B-factors for each protein chain were calculated for all window sizes and for all three parameter sets. The average and standard deviations of the correlation coefficients over the 290 and 196 protein chain sets were determined.
Electronic supplemental material
A Microsoft Word document contains tables: (1) the 196 protein chains in the "test" set and (2) the counts of amino acids, outliers, and terminal residues not in the electron density for this set.
